
 

 

                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

 

PHILOSOPHY OF RADIKO 

 

 

The name Radiko means root, choosen to represent the essence of life. 

Radiko creates its collection of furniture, HO, by following our important values of simplicity,  

fuunctionality, accessibility and environmental sustainability in order to have an intelligent 

and aware employment. 

The aim of Radiko is to offer a range of furniture designed for contemporary lifestyles. They are 

projected on the base of the interlocking assembly in order to let the consumer build them up by 

assembling the elements quickly in an autonomous way without the use of glues, screws or other 

fixing supports. He has to use only his hands so that to reduce the environmental impact. 

With Radiko the furniture is movable as it can follow you everywhere you go, from one place to 

another. 

The main material used for the products is the birch multilayer, produced according to the strict 

local regulation whose production chain is FSC certified. They are painted with biodegradable and 

biocompatible natural tints and the textiles adopted are of regenerated cotton. 

It has been realized a machinery able to create textures unique in world named Aratura, Sacco and 

Siepe. The peculiar aspect of these scratches ispired by nature is that they are always different so 

that every product produced is unique. 

The high quality of the items studied to reach housing wellness, the eco-sustainability and the 

affordable prices, in addition to a free spirit and basic structures are the features characterizing 

Radiko. 

Our inspiration comes from nature where beauty is equilibrium and functionality. 

 

OUR MISSION 

We put up strong roots as to grow up together. With Radiko you can place where you feel at home 

and grow up. We project for you and with you thinking about a sustainable future. 

 

OUR VISION  

We have a great ambition, the one to offer a product which is everybody’s need. Its creation is 

focused on new generations, tradition and low environmental impact. 

 


